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Stem cells do not exist as single cell entities in nature; they are always part of a larger multicellular organism 
supported by an extracellular matrix (ECM), which forms an interface between cells and their adjacent stroma. 
ECMs are, in essence, the biological glue that holds multicellular organisms’ cells into tissues and organs. They also 
play an essential role in tissue organization that affects cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, differentiation, and 
survival. This non-cellular environment provides anchorage for cells and connects directly to the cell cytoskeleton 
through transmembrane receptors. The processes involving the cell and the ECM are regulated through modulation 
of the cell’s epigenetic program, and signal transduction cascade.

The basement membrane is a continuous sheet of specialized extracellular matrix which forms an interface between 
endothelial, epithelial, muscle, or neuronal cells and their adjacent stroma. Basement membranes are degraded and 
regenerated during development and wound repair. 

 Natural Extracellular Matrices

ECM proteins have revolutionized in vitro and in vivo cell models by providing optimal environmental conditions to 
promote  physiologically relevant cellular structure and function. These proteins have been used to:

• Develop several organotypic models using 3D culture
• Provide barriers
• Evaluate metastatic potential
• Improve cellular implantation and evaluate angiogenesis in vivo
• Maintain stem cells in an undifferentiated state
• Induce stem cell differentiation

In stem cell culture, the ECM represents a critical biologically active interface in direct contact with the stem cell 
that should provide optimal environmental conditions to promote physiologically relevant cellular structure and 
function. To support cell culture in vitro and in vivo, AMSBIO offers the range of basement membrane extract 
(BME) and component proteins including; Fibronectin, Vitronectin, Laminin I and Collagen IV and I.

Figure 1: The extracellular matrix
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Collagen I

Collagen III

Collagen is the main structural protein in the extracellular space in the various connective tissues in animals. As the 
most abundant protein in mammals, it makes up 25% to 35% of the whole-body proteins content. Collagen, in the 
form of elongated fibrils, is mostly found in fibrous tissues such as tendons, ligaments and skin. It is also abundant in 
corneas, cartilage, bones, blood vessels, the gut, intervertebral discs and the dentin in teeth. Collagen constitutes one 
to two percent of muscle tissue, and accounts for 6% of the weight of strong, tendinous muscles. Fibroblasts are the 
most common cells that create collagen.

Collagen is the main structural protein in the extracellular space in the various connective tissues in animals. As the 
most abundant protein in mammals, it makes up 25% to 35% of the whole-body proteins content. Collagen, in the 
form of elongated fibrils, is mostly found in fibrous tissues such as tendons, ligaments and skin. It is also abundant in 
corneas, cartilage, bones, blood vessels, the gut, intervertebral discs and the dentin in teeth. Collagen constitutes one 
to two percent of muscle tissue, and accounts for 6% of the weight of strong, tendinous muscles. Fibroblasts are the 
most common cells that create collagen.

Type III collagen provides structure and strength to connective tissue. It is found in many places in the body, 
especially skin, lung, intestinal walls and the walls of blood vessels. Collagen III is initially produced as procollagen, 
which is then modified by the cell using specific enzymes to enable the formation of a stable molecule in order to 
crosslink it to other molecules outside the cell. Type III Collagen is typically used as a thin coating on tissue culture 
surfaces and acts as a substrate scaffold to enhance cell attachment, adherence and proliferation. 

All Attachin™ Collagen products are isolated from specific tissues and are purified using a validated manufacturing 
process that insures inactivation of possible prion and/or viral contaminants. Attachin™ collagens are then sterilized 
by membrane filtration and confirmed negative for bacterial and fungal contaminants. Identities and purities of 
collagens are determined by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis.

Peptide Description Pack Size Catalogue No.

Cell Culture Grade Collagen I
Bovine 4 mg/ml x 12.5 ml 1202
Porcine 4 mg/ml x 12.5 ml 1203

Recombinant Collagen I Human
2 mg 4796-2
10 mg AMS.PBV10415r-10

Attachin™ Collagen I Bovine

3 mg/ml x 100 ml AMS.Q1BC1000
5 mg/ml x 35 ml AMS.Q1BC1G35
6 mg/ml x 50 ml AMS.Q1BC0500
10 mg/ml x 20 ml AMS.Q1BC0200

Peptide Pack Size Catalogue No.

Human Recombinant Collagen III
1 mg AMS.PBV10416r-1
5 mg AMS.PBV10416r-5

Attachin Human Collagen III
(75% Collagen III, 25% Collagen I) 1 mg/ml x 10 ml AMS.Q3HC0100

SELECTED RECOMBINANT COLLAGEN I

SELECTED RECOMBINANT COLLAGEN III

COLLAGEN - EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX PROTEIN
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Collagen I Coated Products
Description Pack Size Catalogue No.
6-well rat-tail Collagen I coated plate 5 pack CC-6
12-well rat-tail Collagen I coated plate 5 pack CC-12
24-well rat-tail Collagen I coated plate 5 pack CC-24
96-well rat-tail Collagen I coated plate 5 pack CC-96
T-25 rat-tail Collagen I coated flask 5 pack CC-25
T-75 rat-tail Collagen I coated flask 5 pack CC-75
T-225 rat-tail Collagen I coated flask 1 pack CC-225

iMatrix-511 is an innovative cell culture matrix compatible with a wide variety of cell types, and exceptionally well suited 
for PSCs. This product is composed from recombinant Laminin-511 E8 proteins fragments which allow ES/iPS cells to 
be maintained in xeno-free culture conditions, enable passage of single cells, and provide greater adhesion than full-
length Laminin, Vitronectin, BME or Matrigel. Application of iMatrix recombinant Laminin-511 E8 fragments in ES/
iPS cells culturing enables to save time and money as pre-mix method is more efficient and easier to use
For the best results, we strongly recommend iMatrix-511 be used together with Stemfit medium.

Description Pack Size Catalogue No.
iMatrix-511 350 μg (175 μg x 2 tubes) AMS.892 011
iMatrix-511 1050 μg (175 μg x 6 tubes) AMS.892 012
iMatrix-511 silk 1050 μg (175 μg x 6 tubes) AMS.892 021
iMatrix-411 350 μg (175 μg x 2 tubes) AMS.892 042
iMatrix-411 1050 μg (175 μg x 6 tubes) AMS.892 041

iMatrix RECOMBINANT LAMININ E8 FRAGMENTS

hESCs or 
hiPSCs

Doubling Time
hrs

Fold Changes/
passage

KhES1 28.34 131.23
1027B6 29.05 95.85
1027B3 29.37 112.31
987A3 26.00 156.73
987A7 28.09 133.50
201B7 26.90 177.49
201B6 28.97 124.05
Average 28.10 133.02

iMatrix-511
5x105

Figure 2: Comparison of the numbers of ES/iPS cells 
cultured by the conventional method (colony) for 30 days 
with those cultured by Laminin-511 E8 fragment. The results 
confirm that there is greater than 2000 fold increase in the 
number of cells when Laminin-511 E8 fragment was used.

(Miyazaki et al., 2012)
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Artificial Scaffolds and Matrices
Naturally occurring hydrogels are an excellent tool to recapitulate the extracellular environment. However, they 
are very     complex in composition and lack specificity to a particular tissue. As a result, several other solutions for 
the creation of physiologically relevant environment were developed. One solution involves replacing EHS-based 
materials with alginate, a naturally occurring hydrogel which is inert. Entirely artificial solutions are Alvetex®, a 
porous slab made of tissue culture plastic, and Mimetix®, a highly porous electrospun scaffold. This enables seamless 
transition from 2D to 3D environments with several advantages: a very stable scaffold for cell to attach, grow and 
differentiate on; and the ability to multiplex several cell types by combining slabs in various co-culture  combinations. 
Alvetex® strata is a new generation of this technology extending it to tissue slices and embryonic bodies.  

MAPTrixTM bio-mimetics represent another approach to supplying extracellular matrix (and growth factor) 
signals. These are recombinant mussel adhesion proteins containing one or two epitopes originating from micro- 
environmental proteins of interest. This provides a xeno-free approach to supplying these signals without batch 
to batch variation. There are also several pre-made MAPTrix arrays to screen for various extracellular protein 
requirements. There is great potential in combining this technology with low-attachment or artificial scaffold 
solutions.

AMSBIO supplies Mussel Adhesive Protein based matrix (MAPTrix™) recombinant extracellular matrices (ECM) 
that act as biomimetics for traditional basement membrane extracts. MAPTrix™ replaces traditional ECM with 
genetically incorporated bioactive peptides (recognition peptides) that provide an environment for the maintenance 
of cells under serum and feeder-free conditions.

MAPTrix™ technology for extracellular matrix (ECM) based 
coatings or surface modification is simple, convenient, and highly 
reproducible. You can readily engineer a synthetic ECM surface 
that binds to adhesion  receptors such as integrins to promote 
cell adhesion and spreading. MAPTrixTM utilises mussel adhesive 
protein to create the first combinatorial synthetic ECM library 

for engineering integrin specific surfaces. These surfaces mimic the native extracellular environment. Mussel adhesive 
protein is highly desirable for use in a variety of biological and medical applications due to its strong, wet, adhesive, 
non toxic, biodegradable, and low immunogenicity properties.

MAPTrix™ bio-mimetics are already used in: stem cell technology, tissue engineering scaffolds, drug delivery, cell 
surface modification and coating of medical devices.

BIOACTIVE PEPTIDE GENETICALLY FUSED TO MAP
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 Figure 3: MAPTrix™ ECM offers flexible prefabricated building blocks as a tool to 
engineer extracellular microenvironment

 9 Adhere to USP guidelines
 9 FDA recommendations compliant
 9 Eliminates risk of animal or viral infectious agents in cell cultures
 9 Biochemically-defined & animal-free 
 9 Reproducible & reliable protein coating 
 9 Low cost 
 9 Ready-to-use 
 9 Improved cell morphology and cell proliferation

BENEFITS

 9 Defined media conditions
 9 Defined adhesion conditions
 9 Adhesion Assays
 9 Proliferation
 9 Other ECM-dependent functional 

assays

READ OUTS

SELECTED APPLICATIONS

Figure 4: Mesenchymal stem cells from male mouse adipose were encapsulated and cultured in hydrogel containing 
MAPTrix™ Collagen type I mimetic for 7 days. The encapsulated MSCs were then transplanted to the abdominal cavity 
of a female mouse for one month before analysis (If Y chromosome is detected in the abdominal cavity tissue, it indicates 
that the tissue came from the encapsulated stem cells).
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Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *

Type 1 α1

GLPGER 16501x
KGHRGF 16502x
GFPGER 16504x
DGEA 16506x
GPAGKDGEAGAQG 16507x
GTPGPQGIAGQRDVV 16512x

Type IV α1
TAGSCLRKFSTM 16621x
GEFYFDLRLKGDK 16623x

Type IV α3
TAIPSCPEGTVPLYS 16631x
TDIPPCPHGWISLWK 16632x
ISRCQVCMKKRH 16635x

Laminins (heterotrimers composed of  α, β, and γ chains), are multifunctional glycoproteins present in basement 
membranes. Integrins, dystroglycan, syndecans, and several other cell surface molecules are cellular receptors for 
laminins. The globular domains located in the  N- and C-terminus of the laminin α chains are critical for interactions 
with the cellular receptors. Integrin α6β1 binds to most of the laminin isoforms. Integrin α3β1 interacts with 
laminin-5 and -10/11 more specifically than the other isoforms. Integrins α1β1, α2β1, and α7β1 show binding activity 
to laminin-1 and -2. Interaction of integrin α6β4 with laminin-5 forms hemidesmosomes in the skin.  α-dystroglycan 
strongly binds to the laminin α1 and α2 chains and moderately interacts with the α5 chain.

ORDERING INFORMATION: MAPTrix™ C

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the modular structure of laminin

There are at least 16 types of collagen, but 80 – 90 percent of the collagen in the body consists of types I, II, and 
III. These collagen molecules form long thin fibrils. Type IV, in contrast, forms a two-dimensional reticulum. Several 
other types associate with fibril-type collagens, linking them to each other or to other matrix components. The 
various collagens and the structures they form help tissues withstand stretching. Collagens are also highly biologically 
active with many other ligands. For example, collagens provide integrin- and heparin-binding motifs. α2β1 integrin 
recognizes GXO/SGER such as GFPGER or GFOGER for endothelial cell binding/activation and angiogenesis. 
Integrin binding sites for αvβ3 have antitumor activity, and may inhibit the activation of human neutrophil or the 
proliferation of capillary endothelial cells. Integrin binding sites in the NC1 domains have anti-angiogenic properties 
mediated by the α1β1 or αvβ3 integrin binding.

Collagens serve as scaffolds for the attachment 
of cells and matrix proteins. Collagen is 
the major insoluble fibrous protein in the 
extracellular matrix and connective tissue. In 
fact, it is the single most abundant protein in 
the animal kingdom. Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the modular structure of collagen

 MAPTrix™ C (COLLAGEN)

*Key to catalogue numbering - please see page 10
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the modular structure of fibronectin

ORDERING INFORMATION: MAPTrix™ L

ORDERING INFORMATION: MAPTrix™ F

Fibronectin (FN) is a high molecular weight glycoprotein that consists of three types of repeating amino acid units: 
type I, type II, and type III. The structure of fibronectin depends on whether it is secreted in plasma or synthesized 
by resident cells. Cellular fibronectin contains the alternatively spliced extra domain A and/or extra domain B. In 
addition, a third alternatively spliced domain, the IIICS domain (for rodents: the V-region), can be included, but 
regulations for its inclusion have not been fully discovered yet. Fibronectin naturally exists as a dimer, consisting 
of two nearly identical monomers. Two regions in each fibronectin subunit possess cell binding activity: III9-10 and 
III14-V. The primary receptor for adhesion to fibronectin commonly involves the RGD motif of repeat III10 through 
integrins such as α5β1. However, this integrin-ligand interaction is only sufficient for cell attachment and spreading. 
Additional signalling through the cell surface proteoglycan such as syndecan-4 is required for focal adhesion 
formation and rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton into bundled stress fibres. This binding occurs primarily via 
the Hep II domain (containing the FN type III repeats 12-14) in the C-terminal region of fibronectin.

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *

α1 chain

RQVFQVAYIIIKA 16204x
IKVAV 16224x
AASIKVAVSADR 16225x
NRWHSIYITRFG 16226x
TWYKIAFQRNRK 16229x
RKRLQVQLSIRT 16232x

α3 chain
IAFQRN 16228x
KNSFMALYLSKGRLVFALG 16293x

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *
α5 chain GIIFFL 16369x

γ1 chain
KAFDITYVRLKF 16442x
RNIAEIIKDI 16460x

β1 chain
RYVVLPR 16411x
YIGSR 16414x
LGTIPG 16421x

MAPTrix™ F (FIBRONECTIN)

Key to catalogue numbering - please see below

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *
Type III - 5 KLDAPT 16103x
Type III - 10 RGD 16105x
Type III - 10 GRGDSP 16107x
Type III - 13 ATETTITIS 16111x
Type III CS-1 PHSRN 16104x
Type III CS-1 EILDVPST 16120x

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *
Type III CS-5 REDV 16124x
Type III CS-5 PHSRN-RGDSP 16125x
FN-C/H-III YRVRVTPKEKTGPMKE 16100x
FN-C/H-IV SPPRRARVT 16110x
FN-C/H-V WQPPRARI 16116x
FN-C/H-II KNNQKSEPLIGRKKT 16119x

*KEY TO CATALOG NUMBERING
Cat. No. ending with X = Pack size+

Replace X with: 2 2.5 mg protein, aqueous solution at 0.5mg/mL
Replace X with: 4 10 mg protein, aqueous solution at 1mg/mL
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Key to catalogue numbering - please see below

Cadherins are calcium-dependent cell adhesion proteins which are involved in many morpho-regulatory processes 
including the establishment of tissue boundaries, tissue rearrangement, cell differentiation, and metastasis. The 
extracellular domain of E-cadherin tends to bind in a homophilic manner however heterophilic binding occurs under 
certain conditions. The binding of extracellular cadherin is the basis for cell-cell adhesion and tends to be prevalent at 
cadherins junctions and is structurally associated with actin bundles.

Other sets of extracellular matrix components - for example, vitronectin, nidogen or tenascin, and SIBLINGs (small              
integrin-binding ligand, Nlinked glycoprotein) such as bone sialoprotein (BSP) or osteonpontin derived ligand - can 
also influence the cellular behaviour by regulating cell signalling (directly or indirectly). 

*KEY TO CATALOG NUMBERING
Cat. No. ending with X = Pack size+

Replace X with: 2 2.5 mg protein, aqueous solution at 0.5mg/mL
Replace X with: 4 10 mg protein, aqueous solution at 1mg/mL

MAPTrix™ HyGel is a recombinant mussel adhesive protein-based biosynthetic three-dimensional extracellular 
matrix (ECM) line of products that are tailored to mimic biochemical and mechanical properties of native ECM. 
These hydrogels  are composed of two components: MAPTrix™ ECM, a mussel adhesive protein-based extracellular 
matrix (ECM) mimetic, and MAPTrix™ Link: a multi-arm polyethylene glycol derivative.  
Use of MAPTrix™ HyGel generates a well-controlled and reproducible extracellular microenvironment for 3D 
cell culture and related applications.  Hydrogel biofunctionality should be engineered predictably and precisely by 
tailoring biochemical functionality with MAPTrix ™ ECM. By altering the gelation factors, like time and temperature, 
the scaffold structure can be designed specifically for your application.

ADDITIONAL RECOMBINANT ADHESION PEPTIDES

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *

E-cadherin 
ECD1

SHAVSS 16701x
LFSHAVSSNG 16702x
ADTPPV 16703x

E-cadherin, 
Ca2+ binding DQNDN 16706x

N-cadherin 
ECD1

HAVDI 16707x
LRAHAVDING 16708x
LRAHAVDVNG 16709x

Vitronectin 
HVP

FRHRNRKGY 16801x
KKQRFRHRNRKGYRSQ 16802x

Nidogen G2
LNRQELFPFG 16811x
SIGFRGDGQTC 16812x

Tenacin-C
VAEIDGIEL 16831x
VFDNFVLK 16832x

Domain Peptide Motif Cat No. *
Elastin VGVAPG 16851x
Bone 

Sialoprotein 
(BSP)

KRSR 16901x
FHRRIKA 16902x

CCN 
(connective GF)

TTSWSQCSKS 16931x

Fibrinogen
HHLGGAKQAGDV 16953x
RGDF 16951x
KRLDGSV 16952x

Osteopontin
SVVYGLR 16961x
SLAYGLR 16962x

Thrombospondin LALERKDHSG 16971x

MAPTrix™ HyGels
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*KEY TO CATALOG NUMBERING FOR HyGels

BENEFITS

 9 Ready-to-use formula to 
create biochemically-defined 
hydrogel in situ 

 9 Easy-to-use 
 9 Stable under refrigerator 

conditions for 6 months: No 
freezing required 

 9 Fully compatible with existing 
cell culture protocols

Figure 8: MCF10A mammary epithelial 
cells forming an aggregate in MAPTrix 
HyGel. The thick section is about 100 uM.  
This image demonstrates a potential for 
morphogenesis, differentiation in basal/
myoepithelial cells (CD49f -green) and 
luminal cells (muc1 - red), nuclei are labeled 
with DAPI. (Image courtesy of Pierre 
Savagner, Institute of Cancer Research of 
Montpellier

ECM protein 
derivative Mimetic motif Cat.# Mimetic motif Cat.# Mimetic motif Cat.#

Fibronectin
RGD 36105Y REDV 36124Y PHSRN 36104Y

GRGDSP 36107Y PHSRN-RGDSP 36125Y

Laminin
YIGSR 36414Y RQVFQVAYIIIKA 36204Y NRWHSIYITRFG 36226Y
IKVAV 36224Y RYVVLPR 36411Y TWYKIAFQRNRK 36229Y
KAFDITYVRLKF 36442Y RNIAEIIKDI 36460Y RKRLQVQLSIRT 36232Y

Collagen I GLPGER 36501Y GFPGER 36504Y DGEA 36506Y

Collagen IVl GEFYFDLRLKGDK 36623Y TAGSCLRKFSTM 36621Y TAIPSCPEGTVPLYS 36631Y

Cadherin LFSHAVSSNG 36702Y ADTPPV 36703Y LRAHAVDING 36708Y

Miscellaneous VAEIDGIEL 36831Y FHRRIKA 36902Y TTSWSQCSKS 36931Y

Vitronectin KKQRFRHRNRKGYRSQ 36802Y FRHRNRKGY 36801Y

Cat. No. ending with Y=
Replace Y with: 1 10mg MAPTrix™ ECM  + 50mg Linker
Replace Y with: 2 20mg MAPTrix™ ECM  + 100mg Linker
Replace Y with: 3 50mg MAPTrix™ ECM  + 100mg Linker
Replace Y with: 4 100mg MAPTrix™ ECM  + 500mg Linker

Maptrix™ Multi-Arm Peg Hydrogel ECM
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Figure 10: Growth 
curve of HepG2 
cells cultured in 
alginate beads 
(Mean±SD, n+3). 
HepG2 cells were 
cultured in alginate 
beads (5x 105 cells/
mL, 10 beads/well, 

DMEM containing 10% FBS) . At the end of the culture, the 
alginate beads were dissolved with sodium citrate solution and 
the cell pellet was digested with Pronase solution (1mg/mL). The 
DNA content of the digested sample was determined using the 
Hoechst 33258 fluorescent dye method.

Alvetex® is a highly porous polystyrene scaffold designed 
for 3D cell culture. Cells grown in Alvetex® form a 
tissue-like structure that enables them to function in 
a more physiologically relevant manner. Cells maintain 
their in vivo morphology, behavior, and responsiveness 
within an in vitro model system. Traditionally, cultured 
cells normally grow on treated-polystyrene 2D surfaces 
as in standard cell culture plastic-ware. Alvetex® presents 
cells with the equivalent growth substrate but in a 3D 
format. These materials are readily adaptable to different 
types of existing tissue culture plastic-ware (e.g. multi-
well plates, well inserts). The pre-fabricated, sterile 
culture device is ready to use off-the-shelf and can be 
handled in a similar manner as standard 2D plastic-ware. 
There are distinct advantages in using Alvetex® over 
existing 3D culture products which are technically more difficult to use, have a finite shelf life, and are expensive. 
Importantly, Alvetex® can be used for routine 3D cell culture, as an inert plastic. Alvetex® is a 3D culture product 
which can be treated in the same manner as traditional 2D cell culture plastic. The scaffold can be plasma-treated 
without any detrimental effect to its structure. Alvetex® is sterilised using gamma radiation: its manufacture is 
compatible with standard culture-ware production. Furthermore, the use of polystyrene as a cell growth substrate is 
well accepted and recognised. 

Alginate, an anionic polysaccharide derived from cell walls of brown algae, forms a gel in the presence of calcium and 
liquefies to a solution upon addition of a calcium chelating agent. Alginate hydrogel has been a choice for 3D cell 
culture due to the ease at which cultured cells can be harvested.

BENEFITS
The Alginate 3D Cell Culture Kit is a convenient, easy-
to-manufacture kit optimized to produce alginate gel 
beads. This product has been used to develop successful 
3D cell culture systems for a range of different cells 
types including tumor cells and chondrocytes. Figure 9: HepG2 cells, a human liver cell line, cultured in 

alginate beads for 9 days  (left: low magnification, right: high 
magnification)

Description Pack Cat. No
Alginate 3D Cell Culture Kit  1 x kit AMS.CSR-ABC-KIT

READ OUTS

 9 Viability/cytotoxicity
 9 Cell signalling and communication
 9 Tissue regeneration
 9 Imaging: immunofluorescence, confocal microscopy 

and immunohistochemistry
 9 Retrieval of DNA and RNA for gene analysis

Figure 11: 12 in Alvetex® Scaffold, the void dimensions are ~36-
40µm in diameter and interconnects are of ~12 - 14µm in diameter.

ALGINATE

ALVETEX® SCAFFOLD 3D CULTURE
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ASSAYS COMPATIBLE WITH ALVETEX®

 9 Tissue processing, fixation, embedding and 
sectioning

 9 Histological staining, in situ hybridzation 
 9 Electron microscopy - both SEM and TEM
 9 Cryostat sectioning
 9 Immunocytochemistry
 9 Bright-field microscopy and photographic imaging
 9 Fluorescence microscopy, confocal, laser capture
 9 Isolation of viable cells for passaging

 9 Flow cytometry and cytospinning
 9 Extraction of nucleic acid and total protein
 9 Biochemical assays
 9 Consistent Structure
 9 Based on existing cell culture material
 9 Stable and inert
 9 Adaptable to existing cell formats
 9 Compatible with current methods of analysis

 9 Imaging: histology, immunohistochemistry, confocal, and electron microscopy
 9 Easy retrieval of DNA, RNA, and protein for gene and protein expression analysis
 9 Simple biochemical analysis (viability/proliferation)
 9 Analysis of protein secretion media
 9 Other ECM-dependent functional assays

READ OUTS

Alvetex® Scaffold allows many typs of analysis once the 3D culture is complete: 

Figure 12: 12 well plate format                                       

The Alvetex®Scaffold 96-well plate is a high-throughput format suitable for drug discovery. Plates have 
black walls and a clear plastic base, with Alvetex®Scaffold at the bottom of each well, thereby allowing 
direct luminesce read-outs, such as cell  proliferation and viability.

Human ES cells mesenchymal stem cells, iPS and adipose tissue-derived stem cells (ASC) have aready 
been well used on Alvetex® Scaffold.

Well insert format Well insert holder & deep petri dishes
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Description
Pack size

1 10 80 320
12 well plate AMS.AVP002 AMS.AVP002-10 AMS.AVP002-80 AMS.AVP002-320
24 well plate AMS.AVP006 AMS.AVP006-10 AMS.AVP006-80 AMS.AVP006-320
96 well plate AMS.AVP009 AMS.AVP009-10 AMS.AVP009-80 AMS.AVP009-320
384 well plate AMS.AVP010-2 AMS.AVP010-10 - -

Description
Pack Size

1 48
12 well insert AMS.AVP005-34 AMS.AVP005-48
6 well insert AMS.AVP004-32 AMS.AVP004-48
well insert holders & 
petri dishes

AMS.AVP015-2 -

Alvetex® Strata, which is a second generation of porous material, has been designed primarily to support the growth 
of cells and intact tissues on the surface of the membrane. Alvetex® Strata is a highly porous membrane presented in 
a well insert format. This product has multiple applications, including the ability to stably support intact viable tissues 
during cell culture. subsequent analysis. 

At first glance, the structure of Alvetex® Strata appears similar to Alvetex® Scaffold. However, the difference 
between these two materials concerns their fine structure and architecture: in Alvetex® Strata the voids and pores 
are  significantly smaller (average 5 instead of 13 micron diameter, respectively)  compared to those in
 Alvetex® Scaffold. 

ALVETEX STRATA®

Technology
Evidence for the functional superiority of cells cultured on 3D supports compared to 2D monolayer 
cultures has created much interest in the fabrication of materials that promote the growth and function of 
cells in a more realistic manner. 
Cells that make up tissues in the body possess a complex three-dimensional architecture which is 
markedly different from the flat monolayer structure of their cultured counterparts commonly grown on 
the two-dimensional surface of tissue culture plastic.

The architecture of the emulsion-templated polystyrene scaffold is revealed (see Figure 17) using scanning 
electron microscopy. The structure of the 200 micron thick membrane is highly porous and consists of 
a voids linked to one another by pores. These materials are readily adaptable to different types of existing 
tissue culture plastic-ware (e.g. multi-well plates, well inserts).

The culture device is pre-fabricated, sterile, ready-to-use off the shelf and can be handled in a similar 
manner to standard 2D plastic-ware. Tested on a broad and growing selection of different cell types, this 
3D scaffold demonstrates enhanced functional activity compared to cells grown under identical conditions 
on 2D culture plastic. It has been shown that the differentiation of cultured stem cells is significantly 
influenced by 3D growth (Hayman et al. 2004).

ALVETEX® SCAFFOLDS
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BENEFITS

 9 Enhanced porosity for improved nutritional 
support from the medium

 9 Modified surface topography to improved tissue 
attachment

 9 Versatility for co-culture and construction of 
advanced in vitro models

Figure 13: Scanning electron micrographs showing the structure of Alvetex® Scaffold (A) and Alvetex® Strata (B) porous polystyrene 
membranes in transverse section. Note that the size of the voids is significantly smaller in Alvetex® Strata compared to Alvetex® 
Scaffold. Scale bar: 100 µm

Description
Pack Size

12 48
12 well insert AMS.STP005-12 AMS.STP005-48
6 well insert AMS.STP004-12 AMS.STP004-48

 9 Imaging : histology, electron microscopy, 
immunohistochemistry and confocal

 9 Easy retrieval of DNA, RNA and protein for gene 
and protein expression analysis

 9 Simple  biochemical analysis (viability/proliferation) 
 9 Analysis of protein secretion into culture media

READ OUTS

ALVETEX® STRATA

Figure 14: Passaging pluripotent stem cells in 3D results in their enhanced growth and differentiation when subsequently cultured as 3D 
suspended cell aggregates. TERA2.cl.SP12 cells were propagated for 4-10 passages in 2D or 3D culture and then cultured in suspension 
to form aggregates. Cells maintained in 3D for 6-10 passages formed significantly larger diameter aggregates compared to cells 
continually propagated in 2D culture (A). Data represent mean, ±SEM, n=10, **p=0.01, ***p=0.001. Aggregates were  immuno-stained 
for the neural maker TUJ-1, and the epithelial marker cytokeratin-8 (B). Cells passaged in 3D resulted in aggregates with greater cellular 
heterogeneity including intense TUJ-1 staining and areas with lower cell density expressing cytokeratin-8. Cells propagated in 2D culture 
formed smaller aggregates that were primarily TUJ-1 positive. Scale bars: 100 μm

Stem Cell Applications with Alvetex®
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Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are adherent multipotent cells derived from tissues such as bone marrow and 
which possess the ability to differentiate in vitro into a number of tissue types including bone, cartilage and muscle. 
Below, we demonstrate that MSCs extracted from the bone marrow of adult rats can be successfully cultured in 
3D in Alvetex® Scaffold. Cultured rat MSCs grown in 3D on Alvetex® can also be induced to undergo osteogenesis 
(forming bone-producing cells) or adipogenesis (to form fat-producing cells) – see application note at “Formation of 
Mesenchymal Tissues in Alvetex Scaffold” on www.amsbio.com/alvetex.aspx 

Populations of rat primary MSCs grown on Alvetex® Scaffold showed a consistent and increasing growth pattern over 
the 14 day test period . Cell viability was assessed by an MTT assay. Absorbance values increased in a linear fashion 
and did not plateau during this period suggesting further growth potential. Staining the 3D culture with Neutral Red 
showed the gross distribution and density of MSCs in the scaffold. After 14 days cells were located over the majority 
of the Alvetex® Scaffold disc, although there remained some space for further expansion of the cell population 
around the periphery. Histological analysis revealed the microscopic distribution of 3D cells inside the scaffold. MSCs 
show a relatively homogeneous distribution but do not pack closely together at this stage and therefore cell-cell 
contact inhibition of growth is avoided. This enables the continued 3D expansion of the cell population over the 14 
day culture period.

3D Culture of Mesenchymal Stem Cells in Alvetex® Scaffold

3D Culture of Human Pluripotent Stem Cells on Alvetex® Strata

Figure 15: Alvetex® Scaffold supports 
3D culture of viable rat MSCs and the 
linear expansion of the cell population. 
(A) MTT viability assay of rat MSCs 
cultured in Alvetex® Scaffold over 14 
days. Data represent average absorbance 
at 570 nm, n=3, ±SEM; (B) Gross view 
of Neutral Red staining of rat MSCs 
cultured in Alvetex®Scaffold for 14 
days; (C) Micrograph of H&E stained, 
wax-embedded sections from rat MSCs 
cultured in Alvetex® Scaffold for 14 days. 
Scale bar: 100 μm.

Methods to maintain human pluripotent stem cells in culture have been developed over many years and have involved 
many alternative approaches. Pluripotent stem cells are unique in that they have the ability to self-renew and retain 
the capacity to differentiate into all tissue types. Stem cells reside in a niche microenvironment that comprises 
physiochemical and biological cues that control cell proliferation and differentiation. In culture, stem cells have a 
propensity to spontaneously differentiate and significant research has gone into developing ways to maintain the 
stem cell phenotype whilst enabling expansion of the cell population and prevention of cell differentiation. Most often 
embryonic stem cells are grown in the presence of embryonic fibroblast feeder cells but more recently specialist 
media have been developed enabling feeder cell independent approaches. The majority of such stem cell culture 
is however performed in conventional 2D plastic-ware, most often to generate sufficient stem cell numbers for 
subsequent cell differentiation studies. Here we show how Alvetex® Strata can be used to propagate and maintain 
pluripotent stem cells in 3D and show evidence of how this can also influence their developmental potential.
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Figure 16: Schematic 
illustrating of the method 
of propagating pluripotent 
stem cells in 3D using 
Alvetex® Strata. Strata 
membranes are initially 
ethanol treated to render 
them hydrophillic and 
suspended in 6-well inserts.

Step 1: Prior to cell seeding, add 9ml of media to the insert in a 6-well, so the two reservoirs of media are 
initially separate. 0.5 million cells are seeded into the media on top of the membrane to distribute evenly 
over the surface of the insert. The cells are then incubated for 15 minutes to allow cells to settle onto the 
membrane.

Step 2: Add 0.5ml of fresh media down the well of the insert. Incubate the cultures at 37OC and 5% CO2 
for 4 days without any media changes.

Step 3: After 4 days remove the media, wash the membranes in PBS and add trypsin EDTA. Incubate at 
37OC with agitation on a rotator plate for 7 minutes, Scrape cells from the membrane using a cell scraper 
as shown in figure 22, step 3. Neutralize the Trypsin EDTA using cell culture media and count cells using a 
standard hemocytometer and a Trypan Blue exclusion assay. For further passaging and maintenance of the 
cell population in 3D, repeat steps 1-3 by seeding 0.5 million cells onto fresh Alvetex® Strata membranes.

Figure 17: Morphology of human pluripotent 
stem cells cultured on conventional polystyrene 
plasticware and Alvetex® Strata. A: Phase 
contrast image of TERA2.cl.SP1 2 cells grown 
as flat monolayer cultures on conventional 2D 
plastic. B: Histological image showing H&E 
stained TERA2.cl.SP1 2 cells that were cultured 
for 4 days on the surface of Alvetex® Strata. 
Cells form dense multiple layers approximately 
40-50 μm thick. Individual cells cultured on 
Alvetex® Strata do not spread out and flatten (B) 
unlike their counterparts grown on flat smooth 
polystyrene substrates (A). Every 4 days, cells 
can be passaged from one Alvetex® Strata to 
the next (C). This maintains their 3D shape and 
prevents them spreading out and adopting thin 
flattened morphologies as in conventional 2D 
culture. Scale bars: (A) 25 Nm; (B) 1 00 Nm.
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Mimetix® Scaffolds
Mimetix® scaffolds mimic the extracellular matrix by providing an ideal architectural environment 
to support the growth of cells in 3D. They are created by electrospinning the medical-grade 
polymer poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) into microfibers, which are highly consistent with regard to fibre 
diameter and pore size: this results in excellent reproducibility of cell-based assays.

The Mimetix® scaffold is incorporated into standard SBS footprint well plate frames (96- and 
384-) with bases of superior optical clarity and minimal base distortion. The scaffold depth of 50 
μm is thick enough to provide the benefits of 3D cell morphology and behavior, yet thin enough 
to allow microscopic imaging. 

 9 Material: medical-grade poly-L-lactide (PLLA),   
FDA-approved

 9 Scaffold thickness: 50 μm
 9 Available fibre diameters: 4 μm (= pores of           

15-30 μm)
 9 Overall porosity: approx. 80%
 9 Non-biodegradable in in vitro applications
 9 Supplied with low profile lid with condensation rings

 9 Compatible with fluorescent and light microscopy
 9 Supplied gamma-irradiated in individually-sealed 

plastic wrapping
 9 Scaffolds can be coated with materials to facilitate 

cell adhesion in low serum conditions

Figure 18: Co-culture of primary keratinocytes and primary 
dermal fibroblasts in the Mimetix® scaffold after 24 h (fibroblasts 
in the background, keratinocytes in the foreground). Courtesy of 
Dr A.J. Bullock, University of Sheffield 

SCAFFOLD SPECIFICATIONS

USAGE & HANDLING

ADVANTAGES

 9 True 3D microenvironment
 9 Minimal protocol adaption required to switch 

from 2D
 9 Compatible with industry-standard automated 

handling and imaging equipment
 9 Excellent well-to-well and batch-to-batch 

consistency
 9 Scaffolds are free from animal-derived products Figure 19: Neural stem cell differentiation on a  12-well Mimetix plate, 

courtesy of Lara Stevanato, PhD, ReNeuron. GFAP (red) BIII (green) 
, nuclei (blue)
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Figure 21: Majority of undifferentiated eSC (Oct4 
expression—red) differentiated into neural progenitors at day 
5  (pax6 sexpression—green) when cultured n bioreactor. 
Experimental work performed at KTH, Sweden

Figure 20: hES cells were grown for 72h in Mimetix scaffold. Cell 
number increases 5-fold. Pluripotency is assessed with Nanog (green) 
or Oct3/4(red). Experimental work performed at KTH, Sweden

Cat. no Description
Pack

1 pack 8 packs 64 packs

Mimetix® 384-well plate 384-well plates, fixed 
scaffold

AMS.TECL-001-1X AMS.TECL-001-8X AMS.TECL-001-64X

Mimetix® 96-well plate 96-well plates, fixed scaffold AMS.TECL-002-1X AMS.TECL-002-8X AMS.TECL-002-64X

Mimetix® 12-well plate 12-well plates, removable 
discs and retaining rings

AMS.TECL-003-1X AMS.TECL-003-8X AMS.TECL-003-64X

Mimetix® 6-well plate 6-well hanging inserts AMS.TECL-004-1X AMS.TECL-004-8X AMS.TECL-004-64X
Mimetix® 96-well plate 
aligned scaffold (4um 
fibre diameter)

96-well plate, fixed scaffold AMS.TECL-005-1X AMS.TECL-005-8X AMS.TECL-005-64X

Mimetix® 12-well plate 
aligned scaffold (4um 
fibre diameter)

12-well plate, hanging inserts AMS.TECL-006-1X AMS.TECL-006-8X AMS.TECL-006-64X

Multiwell starter pack 1 1 x 12-well + 1 x 96-well plate AMS.TECL-007-1X

Multiwell starter pack 2  1 x 384-well + 1 x 96-well 
plate

AMS.TECL-008-1X

Multiwell insert starter 
pack 3

1 x 12-well removable discs + 
1 x  6-well plate and inserts

AMS.TECL-009-1X
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Spheroid cell culture is typically based on the spontaneous formation of an aggregate of cells in an environment 
where cell-cell interactions dominate over cell-substrate interactions. This can be achieved by using low-attachment 
cell culture conditions. 

Lipidure®-COAT plates and dishes are a top of the range solution for spheroid formation, with the Lipidure coating 
providing a  superior low-attachment solution for the formation of single spheroids in each well of multi-well 
plates. Using Lipidure®-COAT dishes, it is possible to undertake large scale assays to provide sufficient materials 
for applications such as Western blotting or gene expression microarrays. Lipidure®-COAT solutions have several 
advantages over other technologies:

Lipidure®-COAT Low 
Attachment Solutions

 9 Low-adhesion surface promotes cell aggregation & spheroid formation.
 9 Uses MPC Polymer: a biocompatible polymer containing Phosphoryl 

Choline (which is found in cell membranes)
 9 Completely synthetic, containing no substances of biological origin.

 9 Easy to handle
 9 Excellent Reproducibility
 9 Compatible with cell-based assays
 9 High Throughput Drug Screening
 9 Multiple Formats - including 384-well

 9 Bright field imaging (clear plates)
 9 Fluorescence (black plates)
 9 Luminescence (white plates)

Cat No. Product Name Description Pack size
AMS.51011611 Lipidure®-COAT Plate A-F96 96 wells (Flat Bottom) 7 pieces
AMS.51011617 Lipidure®-COAT Multi-Dish A-6MD 6 well plate 7 pieces
AMS.51011618 Lipidure®-COAT Multi-Dish A-12MD 12 well plate 7 pieces
AMS.51011619 Lipidure®-COAT Multi-Dish A-24MD 24 well plate 7 pieces
AMS.51011614 Lipidure®-COAT Dish A-60D 60mm Dish 20 pieces
AMS.51011615 Lipidure®-COAT Dish A-90D 90mm Dish 20 pieces

Coating Polymer also available
AMS.52000011GB1G Lipidure®-CM5206 White powder 1g
AMS.52000012GB10G Lipidure®-CM5206 White powder 10g
AMS.52000012GB100G Lipidure®-CM5206 White powder 100g

BENEFITS READ OUTS

Human Cell Surface Artificial Cell SurfaceLipidure®
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